
SYMPHONY SUPREME PRECISE
DIAMETER MM OF

SINGLE NEEDLE

NANO N1 0,2

NANO N2 0,25

NANO NT 0,25

1-LINER 0,4

3-MICRO 0,18

3-OUTLINE 0,25

3-POWER 0,3

3-SLOPE 0,4

4-FLAT 0,35

5-MAGNUM 0,3

5-ROUND 0,3

5-SHADER 0,3

5-SLOPE 0,4

5-POWER 0,3

7-ROUND 0,3

7-POWER 0,3

9-MAGNUM 0,3

3-NANO 
SLOPE

5-NANO 
SLOPE

0,25

0,25

0,3











































































1-MICRO 0,4

AMIEA HANDPIECES
PROCEDURE SCOPE

3-LINER

precise, defined hairstrokes, precise contour 
of the lips, full lips, capillaries in areola 

procedure
fine hairstrokes, precise contour of the lips, 

full lips, capillaries in areola procedure, 
shading techniques

precise, defined hairstrokes, precise contour 
of the lips, full lips, capillaries in areola 

procedure
eyeliner, eyebrow

shading, lip smoothing contour and
shading techniques

thicker hair strokes, eyeliner, eyelash 
enhancement, lip contour, shading 

techniques, including full lips

lip liner, eyeliner,
shading techniques including full lips,

lining techniques

eyeliner, eyelash enhancement,  
eyeshading, eyebrow shading techniques, 

lip contour, full lips; areola, scars

eyeliner, eyelash
enhancement, eyebrow shading
techniques, lip contour, full lips

eyeliner, eyelash
enhancement, lip contour, full lips;

areola, scars

hairstrokes, eye brow shading techniques,
eyeliner, eyelash enhancement, eye- 
shadow, lip contour, full lips, areola

eyebrow shading techniques, eyeliner, 
eyelash enhancement, eyeshadow, lip

contour, full lips; areola

shading techniques
in general, smooth not defi ned lines

shading techniques
in general in all areas

shading techniques
in general in all areas

 shading techniques
in general in all areas, contour lines

shading techniques
in general in all areas, especially

body; lip contours

shading techniques
in general in all areas, especially body

shading techniques
in general in all areas, especially body

shading techniques
in general in all areas, especially for

lips, areola, scars

hairstrokes, eye brow shading techniques,
eyeliner, eyelash enhancement,

eyeshadow, lip contour, full lips, areola
hairstrokes, eye brow shading techniques,

eyeliner, eyelash enhancement,
eyeshadow, lip contour, full lips, areola
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